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proper pace - ask for verbal + non-verbal PROGRESSION direction again - Defender must pay attention to PROGRESSION
communication 2 touch -> 1 touch attacker's hips and feet Start with no ball, then add the ball

away from defender, receiver uses body to shield moves into a staging grid an imbalance - then take advantage by quickly
Insist that ball is played to correct foot and with (orange, then blue) changing direction - if defender follows, then change

At start, attacker attempts to get
COACHING POINTS cone (4) then receives return pass (5) - COACHING POINTS to a cone on either side before the

Use yellow cones as shadow defenders - play after playing pass at cone C, player Attacker must feint the defender in order to create defender

EXPLANATION

10x10 yds (age-
appropriate)

Triangle follow your pass with SD

10 yds

Players are on either side of a pair
grids - receiver checks away then of cones at an appropriate distance

back (1), ball is played (2) and returned Each player must stay on their own side
(3), receiver moves around defender

ACTIVITY 3 Triangle FYP with wall pass - SD ACTIVITY 4 1v1 to side cones - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

Use rest period to review technique

PROGRESSION Look for change of direction off cones, foot surfaces PROGRESSION

Consider starting with wall drill Back pedal Encourage imagination - shadow defender V outside
Bounding Check hip/knee/ankle angles, explosiveness

COACHING POINTS Skip COACHING POINTS Box then roll
Focus on upper/lower body connections Balance and stretch forward w/ ball Look for balance and game realism V inside

Linear movement progression

10x10 yds

Toe touches
Walking calf raise Bells

Forward/backward movements - Sole rolls (side/side, fwd/back, switch)
March Crossover push

ACTIVITY 1 Physical activation ACTIVITY 2 Ball activation
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

Cooldown TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION
1/2 field Med 1:30

2v2+2+2 quad goals w/ teammates - SD TEAM DATE SESSION TIME
4v4+2 half spaces - SD U9-U13 Week of Sep 21 2020 - S1

Physical activation, ball activation EMPHASIS/THEME
Traingle FYP with wall pass - SD

Perception, passing quality, communication1v1 to side cones - SD
5v3 diamond rondo - SD

TIME DESCRIPTION IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER
Warmup - adhere to SD protocols, players assigned to spaces

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL
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Neutrals  - aggressive overlaps, diagonal cutbacks a shot must be taken

Defenders - try to close off choices, communicate PROGRESSION PROGRESSION
GKs - use wide options Limit touch count, # of passes before

in and out as if trying to lose marker - play the
way that your face, create open body shape

Pigeon
COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS

Attackers - use entire space of your grid, check

EXPLANATION

30x30 yds (age-
appropriate)

Field organized as show below - Dragon
4v4 with GKs plus 2 wide neutrals - Lizard

players must stay within assigned grids - Butterfly

ACTIVITY 7 4v4+2 half spaces - SD ACTIVITY 8 Cooldown
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

out of possession - communicate, close options Score pts for consec passes

use feints to hold/off-balance White PROGRESSION try to be ready in case opposition turns to attack PROGRESSION
White - in possession, quickly create spaces Limit pass/touch count Limit pass/touch count

play quickly If one corner is blocked, go to other corner Score pts for corner passes
Red outside - slide along line, anticipate ball mvmnt, Out of possession, try to limit options, "back" defender Rotate inside/outside on timer

COACHING POINTS White in possession - play 3v1 rondo COACHING POINTS min # of passes before going back
Red central player - check in/out, open body shape tight against central diamond On transition, look for quickest score to the same corner

20x20 yds (age 
appropriate)

Players arranged as shown -
20x20 yds (age 
appropriate)

Central players assigned to zones -
only one White player can be in 2v2 - points are scored by playing

a zone to teammate in corner, ball is
Red in possession - move ball in/out immediately back in play -

ACTIVITY 5 5v3 diamond rondo - SD ACTIVITY 6 2v2+2+2 quad goals w/ teammates - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

Cooldown TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION
1/2 field Med 1:30

2v2+2+2 quad goals w/ teammates - SD TEAM DATE SESSION TIME
4v4+2 half spaces - SD U9-U13 Week of Sep 21 2020 - S1

Physical activation, ball activation EMPHASIS/THEME
Traingle FYP with wall pass - SD

Perception, passing quality, communication1v1 to side cones - SD
5v3 diamond rondo - SD

TIME DESCRIPTION IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER
Warmup - adhere to SD protocols, players assigned to spaces

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL
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